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We consider when an algebra isomorphism 
A,QB,sAA,QB, implies B1 E B, ) 
where B, and Be are simple algebras arising from solvable Lie algebras and A,, 
is a Weyl algebra. This cancellation question arises from a conjecture of ours 
made in (Ann. Sci. l%ole. Norm. Sup, 8 (1975), 157-178, 5.6) and we give the 
cancellation question an affirmative answer for the case p = 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let g be a completely solvable Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero 
and U = U(g) its universal enveloping algebra. In [2, 3] we determined the 
structure of the simple factor algebras of U, or, more generally, of the simple 
algebras ( U/P)E , where P is a prime ideal of U, E is the semicenter of U/P and 
( U/P)E is the quotient ring of U/P with respect to E. If k is the center of ( U/P)E 
then ( U/P)E is isomorphic to an algebra SZZ( V, 6, G) constructed from the data 
(V, 6, G), where V is a finite-dimensional vector space over k, 6 is an alternating 
bilinear form on V, and G is a finitely generated subgroup of the additive 
group of the dual space Y* of V (so G is a free abelian group). Let 2l or %& 
denote the class of such simple algebras d(V, 6, G) with center k. 
It was conjectured in [3] that two simple algebras &I = d(Vl , 8, , GJ and 
4 = -NV,, 6,) G) are isomorphic if and only if they are locally isomorphic, 
i.e., there exists a vector space isomorphism 4: V, + V, compatible with S, 
and 6, and with G1 and Gs (by which we mean that the dual map +* restricts 
to an isomorphism of G, onto GJ. Assume that Gr # 0 which excludes the 
* Part of this research was done while the author was a visitor at the University of 
California, Berkeley. 
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easy case when &i and A!~ are both Weyl algebras. Itwas shown in [3] that if 
4r4 then there exists an isomorphism #I: v,-+ v, 
compatible with G1 and Ga but we could only show that # was also compatible 
with 6, and 6, in the case when A$ is Weyl-indecomposable, i;e., &r can not be 
decomposed as a tensor product A, @ B, where p > 1 and A, is a Weyl algebra. 
An algebra &’ E 2I can always be decomposed as A, @ B, where p 3 0, B E 5?1 
is Weyl indecomposable, and the integer p is uniquely determined by J$. Thus 
we need to consider the situation &‘g A, @ B,r A, @ B, -** (JF)? where 
B, , B, f %I and are both Weyl indecomposable. The “isomorphism implies 
local isomorphism” conjecture is equivaIent o a cancellation conjecture, viz., 
that (*) implies that B, s B, . 
(We note in passing that we know of no counterexamples to the cancellation 
conjecture for arbitrary finitely generated or noetherian algebras Bi . One can 
cancel A, if B, and B, are commutative or are W’eyl algebras but even if B, is 
a Weyl algebra it is not clear that B, need be.) 
In this paper we show that this cancellation conjecture is equivalent o C@ 
being the null homomorphism where @ is a group homomorphism from the 
group of R-algebra utomorphisms of A,(R) to an abelian cohomology group 
(Ii being a certain commutative algebra). We show that in considering Cp we 
may replace R by its quotient field K and so to prove the cancellation conjecture 
it is sufficient toprove that if G is the group of K-algebra automorphisms of 
A,(K), where K is a field of characteristic zero, then G modulo its derived 
group is a torsion group. 
Little is known about G except when p = 1, where G has been determined 
by Dixmier and we show that G coincides with its derived group. Thus the 
cancellation conjecture does hold for p = 1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
k is a field of characteristic zero, an algebra is an associative k-algebra with 1) 
a derivation is a k-derivation fan algebra nd @ denotes Ok . 
If p > 0 is an integer then A, or A,(K) denotes the pth Weyl algebra over K, 
which is the algebra with 2p generators (xi , yi j 1 < i <,p] with the relations 
that the generators commute pairwise xcept that [xi , yi] = xiyi - yixi - 1 
for 1 <i <p. 
Let B be an algebra nd g be a Lie algebra of derivations of3, Let Z2(g, 
B2(g, B), H2(g, B) denote as usual the group of 2-cocycles, oftwo coboundaries 
and the second cohomology group, respectively. If CT E Z2(g, 3) the cohomology 
class of D is denoted by [u]. Given (T E Z2(g, B) we can form the Lie algebra 
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B X, g which as a K-module is B @ g and, denoting (6,O) by b and (0, g) 
by (g), the multiplication is given by 
P, 9 41 = u% - VI > 
MY 61 = g(b) Oh e image of b under the derivation g), 
M, b%)l = &?I ) &J + (k1 9 &I)* 
CONVENTION. By an isomorphism B X, g -+ C X, h of such objects we will 
always mean a Lie algebra isomorphism with the property that its restriction 
to B is an associative algebra isomorphism from B onto C. 
We now recall the definition and basic properties of &(V, 6, G) from [3]. 
Given (I’, 6, G) as in the Introduction, let S,( I’) d enote the algebra containing V 
as a subspace and freely generated by V subject to the relations that if z1r , ~1s E V 
then ~rz+, - oszlr = S(zt, , VJ 1. (Thus S,(V) is the quotient of the tensor algebra 
of V by the ideal generated by the elements or @ 8% - ~1s @ n,l - S(V, , ~a) 1.) 
If rank S = 2m then S,(V) g A, @ P, w h ere P is a commutative polynomial 
algebra on dim V - 2m generators. (In [3] we denoted S,(V) by U,(V) but it is 
best thought of as a twisted symmetric algebra.) 
Let h E V*, with h we associate the K-algebra automorphism 6, of S,(V) 
defined by B,(V) = v + h(v), v E V. The map X + 8, is a group monomorphism 
of the additive group of V* into the group of automorphisms of SG(V). The 
image of the subgroup G of V* under this monomorphism will again be denoted 
by G. &‘( V, 6, G) is the twisted group ring Ss( V) # G which is defined as follows. 
If R is a ring, G a group and there is a given homomorphism G -+ Aut R, 
then an element of R # G has a unique representation as J&c r,g, where 
rg = 0 almost everywhere, with the obvious addition of such linear combinations’ 
and multiplication given by (rrgJ(r,g,) = (rigi( grg, . 
If VG = nnsc Ker h and V6 is the S-orthogonal complement of V then 
d(V, 6, G) is simple if and only if VG n V6 = 0, by [3, Theorem 4.61. 
From [3, Lemma 5.11 we have 
(1) the subalgebra of ti = &‘( V, 6, G) generated by the units of & is 
IzG, the group algebra of G over K; 
(2) the centralizer C of the units of ~2 is S,(VG) @ KG; 
(3) let V, be the subspace of VG orthogonal to VG with respect to S 
and V, be another subspace such that VG = V, $ V, , then dim V, = rank 
(6 / VG) = 2p, say, and 
&P=) s &WsJ 0 sat VI), &(V,) cz A,, and &(VJ s S(I/,), 
the symmetric algebra of V, . We will denote S(V,) by KS. So C z A, @ 
KS @ RG; 
(4) the center of C is KS @ kG. 
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(5) let V’ be a subspace of V such that V = VG @ Y’ and V’ is S- 
orthogonal to V, . Then the Lie algebra 
L = fr E &’ : [r, u] c Ku for each unit u E S> 
is 
C + V’ = S,(VG) @ kG + V’. 
Under bracket, V’ acts as a Lie algebra of derivations of S,(VG) @ KG = 
A, @KS @ KG. If sr ,..., stis a basis of V, and G is free abelian of rank m with 
generators g, ,..., g then V’ acts a subalgebra a of the abelian Lie algebra 
c = Ci ka/& + Cj kgj ajag, and, since V’ is S-orthogonal to V2:, V’ acts 
trivially on A, . Thus L may be regarded as (A, @ I;r) x 6 a, where R = 
KS @ KG, a is a subalgebra of c, and 6 = 6 / Y’ is viewed as an element of 
Z2(a, k) or Zs(a, KS @ KG). a also satisfies the simplicity condition (Sim) of 
[3, Sect. 1, p. 1601 and no element of a annihilates KG since P n V8 = 0. 
(It is perhaps worth noting at this point that &( V, 6, G) can be reconstructed 
from L. In the notation of [2, Theorem 2.8, Remark 2.91, aZ(V, 6, G) = 
(A, @ KS @KG) #s U(a). In the definition of A #0 U(g) in [Z, Theorem 2.87, 
it was assumed that A was commutative but the construction goes through 
unchanged if this condition is deleted.) 
Thus if &( VI , 6, , G1) and &‘( V, , 6, , G,) are isomorphic algebras then 
the corresponding L’s are isomorphic. By [3, Theorem 5.71 and the remarks 
preceding that theorem, it is sufficient o consider when (A, @ KS @ KG) X, a 
is isomorphic to (A, @ KS @ KG) X, a, where G, T E Z%(a, KS @ KG). (Recall 
our convention about isomorphisms.) 
If T is a commutative algebra we denote A, @ 7’ by A,(T) and the group of 
T-algebPa automorphisms of A,(T) by Aut(A,(Z”)). T is the center of A,(T) 
and any k-derivation d of T can be extended to a k-derivation of A, @ T by 
requiring that d annihilates A, . If a is a Lie algebra of derivations of T and 
u E Z2(a, 2’) then (A, @ 2’) X, a denotes the extension in which a annihilates 
A 9’ 
3. THE HOMOMORPHISM CD 
We first give an example of the cancellation problem under consideration. 
There are exactly two nonisomorphic algebras 3, , B, of the form -Qz(V, 6, Gf, 
where dim V = 2, rank G = 2 and G spans V*, corresponding to 6 = 0 and 
6 # 0, respectively, [3, Example 5.81. With the convention that generators 
commute unless the contrary is indicated, B, and B, are both k[q , ~1~ , g, , gr’, 
g, , g;r] with the relations {[gi , vi] = gi 1 i = 1,2j and {[v% , vz] = 1, [gi , z+] = 
g, / i = 1, 21, respectively. (B, is isomorphic to A, localized at the powers of 
the element X,X, .) Is there an integer p > 1 such that A, @ B, g A, @ Bs ? 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let a be an abelian Lie algebra of derivations of a commutative 
algebra T. 
(i) G&en # E Aut(A,(T)) there exists a k-linear map f: a -+ A,(T) such 
that in (A, @ T) x a, a -f(a) commutes with #(AS), for each a E a. If fi is 
another such map then fl - f: a + T. 
(ii) The map ud :a x a-+Tdefinedby 
(al , a21 +-+ [al -f(s), a2 - f (41 = 4f(4) - 4f h>> + [f (% 7 f (41 
is an element of Z2(a, T) and [u,J E -(a, T) depends only on + and not on the 
choice off. 
(iii) The map (16: Aut(A,(T)) -+ IP(a, T) defined by I/+- [u$] satisjes 
@(O+) = @(@W#) + @(#) and h ence is a group homomorphism frovn Aut(A,( T)) 
into the abelian group H”(a, T). 
Proof. a is a Lie algebra of derivations of#(A,) @ T and (i) follows from 
[2, Corollary 2.161. 
(ii) For a E a, a -f(a) commutes with #(A,). Hence b = [a, -f (al), 
a2 - f(a.J] commutes with #(A,). Since b E #(A,) @ T and T = center 
(#(A,) @ T) we have b E T. That aJI is a 2-cocycle is clear. If fl is another such 
map then (f - fi)(a)( =(a - fl(a)) - (a -f(a))) commutes with +(A,) and so 
belongs to T. It follows easily that [a&] does not depend on the chioce of 5 
For use in the proof of (iii) we note that ati can be computed explicitly from the 
formulas describing $(xi) and #( yi), 1 < i ,< p, as T-linear combinations of the 
standard monomials in x1 , yr ,..., x2, , y2) (see [2, 2.15, 2.161). 
(iii) For 8, # E Aut(A,(T)) let f& and fell be the corresponding lin:ar maps 
as in (i) and for ai E a denote fG(ai) by Y, and f04(ai) by si . Thus for a, , a2 E a, 
ur - Y,, a, - Y, commute with #(A,) and a, - sr , a, - sz commute with 
W&). 
[a, - sl , a2 - s21 = [a1 - rl - (sl - yl>, a2 - y2 - (s2 - y2)I 
= [a1 - r1 , a2 - ~~1 + p(a,, a3, 
where 
da1 , a21 = (a2 - adr& - 4 - (al - adUs - p2) + [sl - r1 , sg - ~~1. 
Thus 
U.&al , a21 = da1 T a21 + 43. y a21 (1) 
For i = 1,2, ai - ad ri annihilates #(AV) and ai - ad yi - ad(si - YJ anni- 
hilates &#(A,). Thus p is the cocycle in Z2(a, T) (unique up to a coboundary), 
determined by the automorphism 0 of #(A,) @ T, where we view a as acting 
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on v+%) 0 T by annihilating #(A,). Let { . . . . xi, yi ,... > be the generators 
of A, and denote #(xi), #(yi) by Xi, Yt , respectively. If @(Xi) = fi(. . , X3 , Yi ,. ..) 
and B(YJ = gi( . . . . Xi , Y, ,... ), where fi , gi are T-linear combinations of the 
standard monomials in X, , YI ,..., X, , Y, then 
$Al#(Xi) = fi( . . . . xi , yi )...) and gJ-~o~(y,) = gi(.*., x, ) yi ,‘.‘), 
ThUS 
P(% ) @2> = u&+1 > 4 (29 
Thus from (1) and (2), 
@W) = @(1cI> + @W’W (3) 
Set x = #-%& so &j = I,/JX and (3) b ecomes @($x) = rP(#) + a(x). Thus Q, is 
a group homomorphism. 1 
COROL,L~~RY 3.2. Let I/ E Aut(A,(T)) and p, 7 E Z2(a, T). Then qb can be 
extended to an isomorphism 
;f and only zy [T] = [p] - @(#). 
Proof. Recall that u$(ar , a2) = u2(rI) - aI + [rI , ~a], where ri =f(&) 
with f: a -+ A, @ T a K-linear map such that a -f(a) commutes with $(A,) 
for all a E a. If 7 = p - ug define $’ by $’ (a) = a -f(a) withfas above. Then 
b&x), #'(%)I = h - ?-x > a2 - r21 = +I > %> + %(%, %) = ,&I 7 a,> 
and so #’ is an isomorphism as required. Conversely, if $’ exists then for, 
a E a, $‘(a) = a -f(u) for some k-linear map f: a + A, @ T and a -f(a) 
commutes with #(A,) in (A, @ T) x T a. So ~(a,, 4 = [ax, a21 (in (A, 0 T) x D a) 
and applying #’ gives 
NOTATION 3.3. Throughout the remainder of this paper we ~YX R =II kS @ 
KG = k[sl ,..., st] @ k[g, , g;l,... ,g, , gz], where nz = rank G, a is a subalgebra 
of c = Ci k a/as, + cj kg2 ajag, which satisfies (Sim) and no element of a. 
annihilates KG (see Sect. 2). From [3, Theorem 3.21, if D E Zya, R) then there 
exists 6 E Z2(a, k) such that 8 is cohomologous to u and 8r , 6, E .??(a, k) are 
cohomologous if and only if they coincide on aG x aG, where ac is the subalgebra 
of a consisting of the elements which annihilate kS. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Denote A, @ KG by D and KS @ KG by R. Let CJ, T E .Z2(a, k). 
If there is an isomorphism 0: D X, a + D x 7 a then there exists p E Z2 (a, k) 
and isomorphtisms 5: D x O a ~Dx,,aand17:D~,a~D~,awithe=r15, 
such that c is the extension of an isomorphism 5: R X, a -+ R X, a obtained by 
de$ning 5 1 A, = Id and r] has the property that 77 1 R = Id. 
Proof. Let 0: a + a denote the map induced from 0 by passage to the 
quotient. Thus (with an abuse of language) e(a) = d + @a) for some a! ED. 
For x E R and a E a, if [a, X] = y then 
B(Y) = W4 4) = Ma), @)I = P%4 @>I (4) 
since 19(x) E R = center of D. Now define p E Z2(a, k) by ~(&a;), $(a,)) =g(ar , as). 
By (4) we then have an isomorphism 5: R X, a -+ R X, a defined by 5 1 R = 
0 1 R and 5 1 a = 8. 5 may be extended to an isomorphism (still denoted by [), 
5: D X, a --+ D X, a by requiring 5 1 A, = Id. Now set 7 = 06-r. 7 / R = Id 
as required. 1 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R and a be as in Notation 3.3 and D be as in Lemma 3.4. 
Let (T, Q- gZ2(a, R). If p is an integer with p > 1 then the folloz&g conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) If D X, a is isomorphic to D X, a then R X, a is isomorphic to R x 7 a. 
(ii) The homomorphism @: Aut(A,(R)) -+ iF(a, R) is the null homomorphism. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) If @ is not the null homomorphism, suppose @($) # 0. 
Then by Corollary 3.2, D x a is isomorphic to D x ~ a, where [T] = -Q(4) # 0. 
But R x a is not isomorphic to R X, a by [3, Theorem 5.91. 
Thus (i) --f (ii). 
(ii) + (i) Suppose that (i) is false, i.e., that there exists an isomorphism 
6: D X, a - D X, a such that R x ~ a is not isomorphic to R X, a. By Notation 
3.3, we may assume that a, 7 E Z2(a, k). Let p, 7, 5 be as in Lemma 3.4. R X, a 
is isomorphic to R x, a and 7 1 R = Id. Hence R x p a is not isomorphic to 
R X, a and so p and 7 are not cohomologous. By Corollary 3.2, @P(T) = 
jj~ - T] # 0 and so @ is not the null homomorphism. Thus (ii)-+(i). l 
4. CHANGING THE COEFFICIENT RING 
With R and a as in Notation 3.3, let K be the quotient field of R and 
extend the action of a from R to K. The action of an element of Aut(A,(R)) 
may be extended to A,(K) giving a monomorphism Aut(A,(R)) ---f Aut(A,(K)). 
The embedding R + K induces a homomorphism H2(a, R) -+ H2(a, K). 
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Thus we have the diagram 
(4.1) 
where the horizontal rows are the appropriate Q’s as in Theorem 3.1. The 
diagram is clearly commutative (compare the proof of Theorem 3.l(ii), (iii)). 
To prove that the right-hand map in (4.1) . IS a monomorphism, it is sufficient to 
prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. If cr E Z2(a, R) and a # B2(a, R) then (r $ B3(a, K). 
Proof. By Notation 3.3 we may assume that u E Z2(a, 12) and CT / aG x aG f 0. 
To prove the lemma we embed K in a power series algebra P and show that 
a $ B*(a, P). 
If M is any field, denote the quotient field of the formal power series ring 
&f[fx]] by M(X), i.e., M(x) is the quotient ring of M[[x]] with respect to 
(2% \ n 3 O> and is the ring of formal Laurent series over M in which a typical 
element is Cy=-s m&. Let lVZO denote the quotient field of KS and form the 
chain of fields 
M* c Ml = M()(g,) c it!?2 = M,(g,) c ... c P = lV&&gm,). 
Consider the natural k-algebra embedding of K into P (constructed by induction 
on the number of g’s using the embedding 
and extend the action of a from K to P in the obvious way. 
Let p E Cl(a, P) b e a I-cochain and consider ay. For aI , a2 E aG, +(a, , a,) = 
a, * p(aJ - a2 . p(al). Since aG C Cj kgj ajag, , it is clear that +(a, , a,) 4 k. 
(Think of p(aJ as a formal power series in (..., gi , g;‘,...) with coefficients in 
IV,, .) Thus 0 + 8, and so D $ B3(a, P) and, a fortiori, a $ B2(a, K). 1 
Thus to show that the top row of (4.1) is the null map, it is sufficient to show 
that the bottom row is the null map. H2(a, M) is torsion free abelian since it is 
a k-vector space, so the top row is null if, for any field K of characteristic zero, 
Aut(A,(X)) modulo its derived group is a torsion group. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let K be a jield of characteristic zero. The derived group of 
Aut(A,(K)) is Aut(A,(K)). 
Proof. Denote Aut(A,(K)) by G. By [l, Theorem 8.103, G is generated 
by the automorphisms (exp ad(cy”), exp ad(M)) c, d E K, n E N. (exp ad x) 
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(exp ad(cyn+l/n + 1)) (exp ad(--x)) = exp ad(c(y + l)“+l/n + 1). Hence the 
commutator of exp ad x and exp ad(cy”+l/n + 1) is the automorphism which 
fixes y and sends x to x - c(y + 1)” + cy”, i.e., is nFz, exp ad(c(F)y”-r+l/ 
a - Y + 1)). Thus by induction on n, exp ad(cy*) E G. Similarly exp ad(dxm) E G. 
Thus G coincides with its derived group. 1 
Combining the results of this section we have 
THEOREM 4.4. Let B, , B, be WeyZ indecomposable algebras in a. Then 
A, @ B, g A, @ B, implies that Bl s B, . u 
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